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Abstract
With the help of sparse grids, high dimensional data sets are classified. The classification
uses the grid points to approximate the density functions for the given classes. Based on
the data set, grid points are added in areas of interest. Those areas are where classes
overlap or have common boundaries.
When doing a pairwise comparison of classes, the execution time increases quadratically
with the number of classes. Thus, an adaptation to the zero-crossing based refinement is
made to reduce the class dependent scaling. As part of this work, the sparse grid toolbox
SG + + [11] is expanded by a refinement functor, created to optimize the classification
task with multiple classes. The newly introduced datastructures and algorithms are presented.
An evaluation is provided to compare the implemented refinement functor with the existing refinement functors. The evaluation is based on a four-dimensional data set, containing
around two million data points in three classes and artificial data sets to compare the class
dependent scaling.

Inhaltsangabe
Dünne Gitter werden verwendet um mehrdimensionale Datensätze zu klassifizieren. Mit
Hilfe dünner Gitter eine Dichtefunktion wird interpoliert für die gegebenend Klassen.
Ausgehend vom Datensatz werden Gitterpunkte in Bereiche eingefügt, in denen Klassen
gemeinsame Grenzen haben oder überlappen.
Die vorhandende Verfeinerungsmethode für dünne Gitter vergleicht die Klassen paarweise
um Grenzen zwischen Klassen zu finden, die Laufzeit wächst quatratisch mit der Anzahl
der Klassen. Als Teil der Bachelorarbeit wurde die sparse grid toolbox SG + + [11] um
eine Verfeinerungsmethode erweitert, die optimiert ist um Datensätze mit vielen Klassen
zu klassifizieren. Die Implementierung des Algorithmus und der Datenstrucktur werden
vorgestellt.
In der Auswertung werden die neue und die exisiterende Verfeinerungsmethoden verglichen. Die Datensätze für die Auswertug sinf einerseites ein vierdimenionaler Datensatz
mit ungefähr zwei Millionen Datenpunkten verteilt auf drei Klassen und anderseits generierte vierdimensionale Datensätze.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Classification is a common problem in the field of machine learning. Data points to classify
can come from a variant sources. With an increasing amount of data collected in the last
years, classification is a prominent task. Especially with a large amount of data points, it
is advantageous to only classify a small part of the data manually to train the classification
method with and use an algorithm to classify additional data.
The classification is part of the supervised machine learning, requiring an already classified
data set as basis for the algorithm. Depending on the general properties of the data set
and the quality of the training data set provided, the result of the classification can be
different.
For high dimensional problems, with large data sets, classification using sparse grids is
preferred. This reduces data points to fewer grid points, providing more efficient computational effort. Using a sparse grid to represent the data points loses accuracy in the
model. Depending on the structure of the data set, the representation in a sparse grid can
result in a poor model, resulting in a poor performance for the classification.
The goal for the spare grid refinement is to identify areas where the classification for data
points is difficult. These are areas where multiple classes have common boundaries or
overlap.
Using sparse grids reduces the dependency on the amount of data points. The zero-crossing
based refinement, as described in thesis [6], reduces the dimension dependent scaling. In
this thesis the focus is on reducing the class dependent scaling.
A short introduction to the concepts needed in this thesis are presented in Section 2. In
Section 3 the new multiple class refinement method is presented, optimized to work with
3

many classes. The multiple class refinement functor was integrated into the sparse grid
toolbox SG + + [11] as part of this thesis. To round out the thesis, the new refinement
algorithm is compared to the existing zero-crossing based refinement presented in thesis
[6]. For the evaluation, data sets with astronomical objects from the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey [1] data release 10 and generated artificial data sets are used.
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Chapter 2
Basics
This section provides an introduction into the subjects this thesis is based on.
The focus will be on the parts relevant for the algorithms explained in the following
sections. For more information regarding sparse grids, refer to [9].

2.1

Classification

The classification of data is a common problem in machine learning. The goal is to create
a model representing the properties and the structure within a given data set.
The classification assigns a class to each data point, based on the created model. To start
the classification an initial data set is given, where every data point has an assigned class.
This data set, called training data, is used to create a model to assign new data points
to the classes. With the created model a probability density function (pdf) for each class
is estimated. Each new data point will be assigned to the class with the highest value
of the probability density function. The class with the highest density function is called
dominating class.
Generally the number of classes is relatively small compared to the amount of data points
in the data set. For example, in the end of this thesis, in Section 4, a data set with
three classes and over two million data points the results of the classification method is
evaluated.

5

Figure 2.1: Regular two-dimensional sparse grids from level one (left) up to level four (right).

2.2

Sparse Grids

In this section the basic concept of the sparse grids is explained. With the help of the
sparse grid the density function will get estimated. Sparse grids use less grid points than
full grids, to balance the accuracy of the density function and number of points in the
sparse grid. The effort to update the density function increases with the amount of grid
points.
For this thesis all data point are expected to be inside the domain of [0, 1]d for d dimensions. Data sets with a different domain, can be mapped into the domain. The density
function of the data points f : [0, 1]d → R will be interpolated.
The points of the sparse grid are in the same domain as the data set. Sparse grids can
have a nodal or a hierarchical basis. In this thesis the hierarchical basis of the sparse grid
is used, grouping the points into levels. Starting with one point at level one, the number
of grid points increases per level. With each additional level, two points are added per
existing point for each dimension. The amount of points in a regular sparse grid doubles
per level, resulting in 2l−1 points on level l. Figure 2.1 shows the regular sparse grids for
level one up to the sparse grid for level four.
Every grid point is identified over a level l and an index i for every dimension. In the
hierarchical basis each point can have up to two children per dimension. The child points
can easily be calculated by the levels and indices of the point. Each child differs from his
parent in exactly one level for one dimension. This dimension is referred as the dimension
of the child. For easier calculations with the indices, only odd indices are set.
As basis function the standard hat function h(x) = max(1 − |x|, 0) for every dimension
is used. For each dimension the level l and the index i are used, to get the basis function
ϕ for every grid point x using the standard hat function:
ϕ(l,i) (x) = h(2l x − i)
6

The tensor product of the basis functions for every dimension create the basis function
for d dimensions. The basis function on coarser levels has a wider support and with finer
levels the supports get smaller.
Using the hierarchical basis, finding children and parents of a grid point is straight forward.
The child for a grid point, can be identified based on the level l and the indices i for the
dimension. The indices and the levels in the other dimensions stay the same. The level
of the child is l + 1, as children are at a finer level as the original point. For the index,
it changes on which point of the original point the child is. To find the child on the left
side, the index is 2i − 1, for the right child, the index is 2i + 1.
For sparse grids, not all children for each point have to be inserted in the grid. If children
are looked for, it has to be checked if the point with the new levels and indices exits. The
structure is preserved, by adding the parent in every dimension of the point recursively,
if a new grid point is inserted into the sparse grid.
The hierarchical basis allows to find the children fast, but finding geometric neighbors is
more difficult. The geometric neighbors of a point must be searched recursively through
the children. To find the left neighbor of a grid point p, the left child has to recursively
search the right children. If a point has no right child, it is the left neighbor of p. If a
point has a right child, the child needs to check for his right child. For the right neighbor
the same strategy is used, finding the leftest child of the right neighbor.
Geometric neighbors are used, other concepts of the neighborhood are possible, but not
considered in the current implementation of the refinement.
The sparse grids used in this thesis have no points at the boundaries of the domain. The
density at the boundaries is estimated as 0 for all classes. If this assumption is not made,
the scoring of the point in Section 3.3 should be adapted.
The goal of sparse grids, is to refine the areas of the grid, where class boundaries meet or
overlap. Adding grid point in these areas increase the accuracy of the classification. At the
beginning the classes are separated in different data sets, leading to separate sparse grids
for each class. This results in the information about overlapping or common boundaries
to be separated over different sparse grids.

2.3

Density Estimation

Data points are assigned to the class with the highest density function. This means the
density estimation is an important part of the classification. For every class in the training
7

data set a sparse grid is created. The density function is estimated using the sparse grid.
The data points in the training data set are separated into data sets for each class. A
density function for each of the classes is interpolated separately.
For every class the density function, calculates the estimated density p ∈ R in the domain.
The density function tries to predict a data generator for the data points in each class.
Every data point is assigned to the class, where the density function has the highest value.
The density function is estimated by the basis function of the sparse grid. For every grid
point the basis function is used to estimate the densities based on the data points. The
impact of a grid point in the estimation is based on the support of the basis function.
Grid points with large supports provide a coarse estimation. Grid points with finer levels
have a smaller support and provide more precision for the density estimation.
The accuracy of the data model is tested after each refinement step. For every data point
the assigned class, according to the model is compared to the assigned class in the training
data set. The result is shown in Section 4.1.

2.4

Zero-crossing based Refinement

The zero-crossing based refinement presented in [6] is extended in this thesis. The goal is
to expand the concept to be optimized for multiple classes.
The goal of the refinement is to find areas of the grid, where classes are close to each other
or overlap. These are the areas where additional points should be inserted. This focuses
the grid points on certain areas to classify the data points more accurately.
The zero-crossing based refinement has a sparse grid and a density function for every
class. For every class the areas of interest are located by scoring the points, based on the
density function of all classes.
A zero-crossing is found between two geometric neighbors by comparing the densities of all
classes. The classes are compared pairwise to find zero-crossings between the two points.
Comparing the differences between the densities for both points, yields a zero-crossing if
the signs differ. The zero-crossings are scored, depending on the densities of the classes.
The grid points will be refined based on the score, prioritizing high scores.
At certain points in the refinement process, there is the danger of overfitting due to noise in
the training data set. Overfitting means, new grid points are added into an area, without
a great impact on the result. The zero-crossing based refinement reduces the overfitting
8

by penalizing finer levels in the scoring of the grid points. This supports the addition of
points in areas with less grid points. Generally, level penalizing increases the accuracy of
the density functions for an equal amount of grid points.
The main problem for the zero-crossing based refinement is due to the fact that the
classes are compared pairwise. Finding a zero-crossing does not directly give certainty
if this area needs to be refined. A zero-crossing between two classes with low densities
does not necessarily mean additional grid points are needed in this area. A different class
might have a higher density in this area, so refining the zero-crossing would not change
the results of the classification. This can happen because of noise in the training data
sets.

9

Chapter 3
Multiple Class Refinement
A new multiple class refinement algorithm is created in this chapter. The algorithm is
based on the zero-crossing based refinement explained in thesis [6].
The first section explains the structure of the combined grid. A sparse grid combining
all sparse grids from the classes is created. A possibility is provided to store additional
information for each grid point.
In the second section the structure of the combined grid is used to search for the geometric
neighbors. It is compared to the algorithm used in the zero-crossing based refinement
created in thesis [6].
The next section focuses on how the points are scored to determinate what points will be
refined. The combined grid contains the densities of all classes and therefore it is important
to focus on which classes need to be refined and how to separate these. Additionally, there
is the possibility to refine the combined grid as the sum of the class grids.
In the next section the changes in the refinement for each grid point is discussed. Instead
of adding all children of the grid point for the refined class, adjustments are made to
minimize added points per class.
Grid points can not only be added to the refined class, but to all classes. Grid points
will be added in areas where classes overlap or have common boundaries. Additionally
a deciding factor is given, if grid points towards the borders of the domain are added.
The amount of grid points added for each refinement step is not easily comparable to the
zero-crossing based refinement. In Section 4.2, a comparison is made how many points
are added per step in an example data set.
The main difference compared to thesis [6] is to not just add the children of the points.
10

Details about what points are added are given in Section 3.4.
The multiple class refinement can either refine the grids of the classes or refine the grid
created in Section 3.1. For better differentiating the two cases, the grid for a class is called
class grid. The combined grid, means to the grid explained in Section 3.1.
The existing parameter numRef inement sets how many points will be refined. A new
parameter partCombined ∈ {0, 1, ..., numRef inement} allows to set how many points are
refined in the combined grid. The amount of points refined for in a class grid, is given by
numRef inement − partCombined. If partCombined is set to 0, all points will be added
to the class grids.
Different changes throughout the refinement process result from refining a class grid or the
combined grid. These differences are explained in Section 3.3 for scoring and in Section
3.4 for refining.
A
method
to
start
the
refinement
process
is
provided
by
M ultipleClassRef inementF unctor, which needs the parameter partCombined.

the

The method creates the combined grid (see Section 3.1), then sets all information about
the neighbors and borders (see Section 3.2). Afterwards, the refinement process is started.
At first the class grids are refined, then the combined grid. For each grid, all grid points
are scored (see Section 3.3) and then the grid points with the highest scores are refined
(see Section 3.4).
To round out each section, the explained step is shown in an example. To show the steps
effectively, a two-dimensional data set is generated, with the help of the toolbox ’scikitlearn’ [8]. It is possible to create clusters of data points in a wanted shape. Four classes
are created and will be displayed in different colors (red, green, blue and yellow). The
density function is calculated with the regularization parameter λ = 10−2 . Figure 3.1
shows all data points. The colors represent the different classes. To show the connection
to the combined sparse grid, in the following figures the data set will be shown in the
background. Figure 3.2 shows which class the grid points will be assigned to, if each class
starts with a level three regular sparse grid. The grid points are colored respectively to
their assigned class.

3.1

Structure of the Combined Grid

The structure of the combined grid, will be explained in this section. The structure for
the combined grid saves the densities for all classes. It provides a quick access to the class
11

Figure 3.1: Example data set with two dimensions containing four classes.

with the highest density, preventing multiple lookups in the grids for each of the classes
and their density functions.
With quick access to the dominating class, zero-crossings between two points can be found
in constant time. If two points next to each other have different dominating classes, there
is at least one zero-crossing between these points.
At first, a sparse grid is created, containing every point of the grids from each class.
Additional every grid point in the combined grid has a corresponding M ultipleClassP oint
object saving all further information.
With this, the decision how to score and refine a grid point can be made. Only when grid
points are added, the class grids are used.
The combined grid is created before the refinement process starts. Additionally a field
saves the M ultipleClassP oint objects for each grid point in the combined grid. The
sequence number of the points in the combined sparse grid is equal to the index of the
points in the field.
In the M ultipleClassP oint object all information is stored to decide if a point should be
refined and what points will be added if the point is refined.
The densities for each class are saved in a tripel containing the density, the class index

12

Figure 3.2: Sparse grid of level three, background shows the data set.
Dominating classes are decided by the density functions based on level three sparse grids for each of the
classes.

and a boolean if the grid contains this point.
For the current implementation, the information, if a class contains the point is not used.
With these tripels two lists are created. In the first list, the densities are sorted by the
class index. The index in the list is equal to the class index. This list contains the pointers
to the tripel saved in the second list.
The other list is sorted by the densities, starting at the highest density. The dominating
class at the point is the class at index 0.
With the setup of the two different sorted lists, the time to access the densities for each
class is constant. By using pointers in the first list, the consistency of the data is guaranteed.
This leads to additional run time at the creation of the points, because the densities need
to be sorted. By inserting the densities sorted from the beginning, the run time stays
within O(c · log(c)) for c classes.
Like this, all classes are evaluated only once for each point. The dominating class can be
accessed in constant time.
The score, which decides, if a point will be refined, will be explained in Section 3.3.
The score is based on the geometric neighbors of the grid point. These are saved in a
13

list, containing the sequence number, the dimension in which the two points are next to
each other and the direction of the neighbor. The direction of the neighbor is a boolean,
indicating if the neighbor lies on the left or the right side of the original point.
To keep the list of neighbors as small as possible, only those neighbors are saved, which
have a different dominating class. This is possible, because only these neighbors will be
used to score (see Section 3.3) and refine the point (see Section 3.4).
The sequence number of the combined grid allows a fast access to the point within the
prepared structure. For scoring and to refine the point, the information where the neighbor
lies is needed. The dimension saved with the neighbor indicates in which of their dimensions the two points lie next to each other. Every grid point can have up to two neighbors
per dimension. This leads to the boolean indicating the direction of the neighbor. If the
direction is set true, the neighbor lies on the left side of the point.
Additionally each grid point has a list of borders, saving where it has no neighbor. The
borders indicate the location of the boundaries of the domain, relative to the grid point.
The dimension and the direction are saved, having the same meaning as for the neighbors,
described before. As there is no sequence number, the level of the point in the dimension
of the border is saved. The way to find the neighbors and the borders is described in
section 3.2.
The combined grid and the according field for the points, is created at the beginning of
every step of refinement. All grids will be refined based on the data saved there.
Each grid point can have up to 2d neighbors for d dimensions. Each one of the potential
neighbors can either be a different point in the combined grid or be a boundary of the
domain. If it is a neighbor and the dominating class is different, it will be saved in the list
of neighbors. If the grid point is next to the boundary of the domain, a border is found
and saved in the list of borders. The neighbors without a different dominating class are
not saved. This leads to the length of both lists being limited to 2d.
This structure provides all information to decide if the grid point should be refined and
what grid points to add. An example of one grid point and the saved information is given
in Table 3.1.
In this section the additional structure to create a combined grid was presented. All following steps are based on this structure. The structure was created to save all information
needed to score and refine all points. The additional memory needed to save the information is a trade-off to the speed in which the grid can be refined.
In the next section it will be explained how the neighbors and borders are found. With the
neighbors and borders set, all information is provided and the refinement can be started.
14

attribute
value
sorted by class (3.814191,0,true) (1.891998,1,true) (2.041852,2,true) (0.341039,3,true)
sorted by value (3.814191,0,true) (2.041852,2,true) (1.891998,1,true) (0.341039,3,true)
neighbors
(0,0,false)
borders
(1,1,true) (1,1,false)
Table 3.1: example for the point at coordinates [0.375,0.5] from Figure 3.3.
The first two attributes show the densities of all classes at this point, the tripel contains: the density, the
class index and a boolean if the grid for this class contains this grid point.
The next line contains all neighbors with a different dominating class of this point: the sequence number
of the neighbor, the dimension in which they lie next to each other and if the point lies on the left side
(false means the point lies on the right side).
The last line names all borders of the grid point: in this example the point has two borders in the first
dimension, one lying on the left side the other on the right side. The additional number in the tripel tells
the level of the point in the dimension of the point.

3.2

Geometric Neighbors

In this section, the algorithm used to find the geometric neighbors of the grid points is
explained. To find a geometric neighbor, the children need to be scanned recursively.
To decide if a point needs to be refined, it is essential to know its nearest geometric
neighbors. The problem lies in the structure of sparse grids, for points to be sorted by
levels and indices, not primary by their location in the grid. This enables the grid to
find the parents or children of the points, but it does not easily provide the geometric
neighbors.
In thesis [6] all geometric neighbors are searched for, while scoring the point. It is pointed
out to be a limit for the run time of the refinement process.
The goal of this section is to improve the search for geometric neighbors. The neighbors
and borders found in this section are saved in the lists provided by the structure explained
in Section 3.1.
The geometric neighbors need to be searched recursively looking for the children. For each
grid point all children need to be looked at, because no assumption can be made about
the neighbor base only on the information provided by the child. This leads to a complete
change of the approach to searching for the geometric neighbors.
Instead of looking for the neighbors while the points are scored, the neighbors are searched
at the beginning for the whole grid at once.
To avoid calculation overhead, the refinement for the class grids and the combined grid is
based on the same grid, the combined grid. The neighbors are searched in the combined
grid and all refinement steps are based on the combined grid.
15

Figure 3.3: Example data set containing 4 classes in 2 dimensions showing the combined grid with all
classes starting with a sparse grid of level 3
the information for the point at coordinates [0.375,0.5] marked as star is explained in Table 3.1

In thesis [6] a specific zero-crossing is searched for, located next to the currently scored
grid point. Instead of searching for specific zero-crossing, all zero-crossings are searched
between geometric neighbors.
This way of looking for neighbors of all grid points at the beginning needs a structure
to save found neighbors. Saving the neighbors, the runtime is decreased but the memory
usage is higher. The runtime and the memory usage is compared in Section 4. The neighbors are searched for in the beginning and are available for the multiple steps during the
refinement process. In the current implementation they are used for scoring of the grid
points (see Section 3.3) and to refine the grid points (see Section 3.4).
By searching all neighbors in the beginning, the neighbors can be looked for more effectively. This reduces the recursive lookups for children in the grid. Instead of starting the
search for each grid point while scoring, all neighbors are found with one recursive run
through the grid at the beginning.
To keep the memory needed as small as possible, only the neighbors with a change of the
dominating class is saved. The change of the dominating class indicates a zero-crossing to
16

exists between these two grid points. These are the only grid points which are interesting
for scoring and refining.
Figure 3.4 shows all neighbors inserted into the list for the example data set. Only saving
the neighbors with a different dominating class reduces the memory usage.

Figure 3.4: Neighbors with a change in dominating class, found zero-crossings are marked.

3.3

Score Calculation

The score of each grid point decides which points will be refined. High scores identify the
grid point in interesting ares, an important task in the refinement process. A problem
independent scoring is optimal, because no knowledge about the data set is required
before the refinement process. Different data sets will have different properties, therefore
two parameters are introduced to adjust the scoring.
The parameter topP ercent, sets a range for which densities are seen as close. The default
value is 0.2, meaning all classes within 20% of the density of the dominating class are
considered of close range. All densities that are greater or equal to 80% of the dominating
density are included. The value is in range of [0, 1]. In equations, this parameter will be
referenced as T P .
The borderP enalty sets a factor, rating the borders compared to the neighbors with
17

a different dominating class. The default value is set as 1, rating the borders like the
neighbors with a density of 0. All values greater than 1 will increase the influence the
borders have on the score. Setting the value to 0 will remove the borders from being
relevant for the score. This value only influences the score and does not change, if points
towards the borders are inserted. For the decision if border points are inserted, see Section
3.4. In equations, this parameter will be referenced as BP .
In this section c is the amount of classes and d the amount of dimensions of the data set.
Within a data set, c and d are constant for each point. This means these values do not
influence the result, however it adds comparability between different data sets.
The score is calculated for every grid point x. The equation for the score (equation 3.1) can
be separated into three parts. The scoreP oint(x) adds a factor to the score, prioritizing
grid points where multiple densities of the classes are close. The zero-crossings found
between grid points are scored by scoreN (x). Weighted by the borderP enalty, the borders
are scored by scoreBorder(x). The score contains parts, where the outcome changes
dependent if a class grid or the combined grid is refined.

score(x) = scoreP oint(x) · [scoreN (x) + BP · scoreBorder(x)]

(3.1)

For a grid point x the dominating class is dom(x). The function pdfi (x) provides the
density of class with index i for the grid point x.
The first part of the score (equation 3.2), scores the neighbors with a class change. Between
the point and its neighbors, there is a zero-crossing. For this reason they are added to the
score. All neighbors are scored on its own and in the end the sum is considered for further
calculations.

scoreN (x) =

X

inv(x, n)·

n∈neigh(x)

|(pdfdom(x) (x) − pdfdom(n) (x)) − (pdfdom(x) (n) − pdfdom(n) (n))|
d · 2maxLevel(n,x)
(3.2)
For each neighbor a triple was saved, (s, dim, isLef t). The neighbor grid point n is identified by the sequence number s. The score for every zero-crossing, saved in the list as
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neighbors with a class change, is divided by d and a level penalty. The level penalty is
an indication for the distance between the two points. For both grid points x and n the
level in dimension dim is compared. The higher level, and therefore finer level is used
to penalize the higher levels. The level penalty is represented by maxLevel(x, n) in the
equation.
Both points are compared by their dominating classes. The score for the neighbors is the
absolute value of the difference between the densities of their dominating classes. For both
points the densities for both of the dominating classes are used. The differences for every
class is calculated and the difference is used.
Depending on which grid is refined, the score for the neighbors varies. If a class grid is
refined, only zero-crossings with an involved class are included. This means either the
neighbor or the current point has to have the refined class as dominating class.
The index r of the refined class gridsets
1, if r ∈ {dom(x), dom(n)}
inv(x, n) =
0, otherwise.
If the combined grid is refined, inv(x, n) = 1 for all neighbors.
The second part of the score (equation 3.3), focuses on the borders next to the point. For
each border a triple was saved, (l, dim, isLef t). The level l of the grid point is penalized,
by a division of 2l . Figure 3.5 shows the level penalties for two points. The score is divided
by d to add comparability for the different amount of classes. The score is multiplied by
the borderP enalty, as explained at the start of the section.

scoreBorder(x) =

X
b∈border(x)

bord(x)
d · 2l

(3.3)

Depending on which grid is refined, the value for bord(x) changes. If a single grid is
refined, the density of this class is used. If the combined grid is refined, the density of the
dominating class is used.
With r being the index of therefined class grid:
pdf
dom(x) (x), if refining combined grid
bord(x) =
pdfr (x),
otherwise.
The last part of the score equation 3.4), focuses on prioritizing the points where multiple
classes have densities within the range of topP ercent.
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Figure 3.5: Level penalties

scoreP oint(x) = 1 +

1
2l

for two points

inv(x) · |topx (T P )|
c

(3.4)

The function topx (T P ) gives a set, containing the classes within the range of topP ercent.
Similar to the scoreN (x),
 only involved classes are included. Using the index of the refined
1, if r ∈ top (T P ) or refining combined grid
x
class grid r, inv(x) =
0, otherwise.
This leads to the prioritization of points, where multiple classes have high densities. By
using a factor between 1 and 2 the original score stays the main factor for scoring. This
enables the score to stay flexible to different use cases and relative to the densities set at
the point.
The score for a grid point is calculated, using all equation explained in this section. Putting
all parts together the equation 3.5 is defined.
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inv(x) · |topx (T P )|
)·
c
X inv(x, n) · |(pdfdom(x) (x) − pdfdom(n) (x)) − (pdfdom(x) (n) − pdfdom(n) (n))|
d · 2maxLevel(n,x)

score(x) =(1 +
[

n∈neigh(x)

+

X
b∈border(x)

BP · bord(x)
]
d · 2l
(3.5)

Figure 3.6 shows the score for every grid point calculated for the combined grid. The scores
are shown for the default setting of the borderP enalty and for borderP enalty = 0.5.

Figure 3.6: The scores for every grid point in the combined grid rounded to two decimal places.
The number in the first line is the score for the default borderP enalty = 0
In the second line the score for borderP enalty = 0.5 is shown.
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3.4

Refinement of Grid Points

In this section the focus is on what points will be added in which class if a point is refined.
The idea is not just to add all children, but add points based on the available information.
This increases the time needed for scoring, because all points will be scored and not just
points, with missing children.
The zero-crossing based refinement explained in thesis [6] adds all children for the refined
grid point.
After it is determinated which grid points to add, it is important to decide into which
classes the points should be added. For some points certain classes are more important
than other classes.
By only adding points into certain classes, the grids for the classes can grow in a different
pace.
The existing parameter numRef inements sets how many points are refined for each class.
This parameter is the same for each class. These points are refined for each class on their
own and together they lead to the grids after the refinement step.
To provide additional options a parameter, called partCombined is added. This parameter
sets how many of the points will not be refined by each of the classes, but the combined
grid.
Only refining the combined grid, can lead to too much focus on a single class or a pair of
classes. Therefore, at least a small amount of points should be refined in each class. Then
the higher scored classes are more refined than others, but all classes are refined in every
refinement step.
In the first step the current point is added into all classes, where the density is within the
range set in the beginning.
In the next step, points for each neighbor are added. All points in the list of neighbors have
a different dominating class and therefore a zero-crossing between at least two classes. The
added points for each neighbor limit the possibilities for the location of the zero-crossing.
At last it is decided, if the points towards the borders are inserted. To insert a grid point,
the existing functions are used. These functions add all needed parents for the point to
keep the grid a valid sparse grid. New points are only inserted if they do not already exist
in the class grid.
The parameter topP ercent is used to decide how close the densities at points have to be
to be considered interesting. For this reason the current point is inserted in all grids of
the classes where the density is within the given range set by topP ercent.
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For every entry in the list of the neighbors, points will be added. For every neighbor this
gives two points, one is the point currently refined, the other one is the neighbor.
These two points have different dominating classes, as only neighbors with changes in
dominating classes are saved. Both points are inserted into the two dominating classes.
Additionally, the point in between the two points is added in both of the dominating
classes.
The point in between the two points is a child of one of the two points. To find out which
child is needed, the dimension and the direction, saved with the neighbor is used.
The level of both points is different in the given dimension. The larger number (i.e. finer
level) is the point where the child is added. If the neighbor is the point to determine the
child, the boolean of the direction needs to be negated. This method of adding points is
the reason why every point can always be refined. Even if a point has all its children, it
can still have neighbors who then insert children to refine the grid.
In the next step, it is decided, if the points towards the borders are inserted.
In Section 3.3, a score for the borders was introduced. Before points are refined, all points
are scored. The part of the score for the borders is saved. The average of these score parts
is used to decide if the points towards the borders are inserted. At this point the average
is compared to the score of the borders at this point. If the score at the current point is
higher than the average, the points towards the borders are added.
For every entry in the list of borders a child of the point is inserted. The list contains all
needed information about the dimension and if the left child or the right child needs to
be inserted.
After it is decided if the points towards the border need to be added, the class in which
the point should be inserted needs to be set. If the whole refinement step is run for one
specific class, the points are added in this class. If the combined grid is refined, the points
are added into the grid of the dominating class at the refined point.
Figure 3.7 shows the combined grid after one refinement step. To start the refinement,
the grid shown in Figure 3.6 is used. The accuracy of the classification increases from
84.241% before the refinement to 85.698% afterwards. Eight grid points are added into
the class grid of the classes with index zero (red) and one (green) respectively. The grid
for class with index two (blue) gains seven new grid points. Six grid points are inserted
into the class grid with index three (yellow). The size of the combined grid grows to 34
grid points, compared to the 17 grid points before the refinement step.
In this section, it was explained what points are added into which class to refine a point.
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Figure 3.7: Result after one refinement steps, based on scores with default parameter using
numRef inement = 4 and partCombined = 1.
The added grid points are marked as stars, while the previously existing point are shown as circles.

For every part of the score, points are added. The amount of points added in the end,
depend on the parameters set and the data set the sparse grids are based on. In Section
4.2 the amount of points added for different settings is compared for one explicit example.
With adding the points to the class grids, one refinement step is concluded.
Before the next refinement step is started, the density function is updated for every class.
The next refinement step, using the updated density functions and sparse grids, will start
with the creation of the combined grid (see Section 3.1).
To update the combined grid, all densities need to be confirmed of updated and the new
points need to be added. As every grid points needs to be checked regardless, the combined
grid will get newly constructed.
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Chapter 4
Evaluation
This chapter provides an evaluation of the multiple class refinement algorithm. Based on
an astronomical data set, the accuracy of the classification and the sizes of the resulting
class grids is evaluated. Artificial data sets are used to evaluate the memory usage and
the runtime, focusing on the scaling for multiple classes. The multiple class refinement
algorithm is compared with the zero-crossing based refinement algorithm.
Comparing the results of both, the zero-crossing based and the multiple class refinement
is difficult. For every refinement step, different amounts of grid points are added. To
compare the results, the amount of points in the class grids is used, because it allows to
compare the methods by the precision of the sparse grids.
A Virtual Machine is used for this evaluation, providing the following setup:
Ubuntu 16.10 (64-bit); GCC 6.2.0; Intel Core i5-4210H CPU @ 2.90GHz
The used memory is calculated using the value ru maxrss from the function
getrusage(RU SAGE SELF ) provided by sys/resource.h [7].
The runtime of every refinement step is calculated using the function
high resolution clock :: now() provided by chrono.h [3]. The runtime is measured
for the start of the refinement algorithm until all class grids have updated their density
functions.
Most of the example data sets used for classification methods contain two classes. Data
sets with a large amount of data points containing multiple classes are difficult to find.
A large data set with three classes can be found in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
[1], data release 10 (DR10).
This data set is used to evaluate the accuracy of the classification algorithm relative to
the size of the class grids in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2 the focus is on the amount of grid
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points added per refinement step.
The advantage of the multiple class refinement method is the refinement of multiple
classes. Therefore some advantages might be displayed better with a larger amount of
classes. Because finding real data set with multiple classes is difficult, four-dimensional
artificial data sets will be created for the analysis. The method make blobs from the
toolbox ’scikit-learn’ [8] creates clusters of data points, which are used as classes. For
every class 4, 000 data points are created.
This data set is used in Section 4.4 to compare the runtime, focusing on the scaling for
multiple classes. The memory usage is discussed in Section 4.3 to round out this chapter.
The four-dimensional data set from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [1], data release
10 (DR10), contains three classes, stars, galaxies and quasars. The distribution of the data
points into the classes are shown in Table 4.1. In this chapter, the classes are referred as
S for the stars, G for the galaxies and Q for the quasars.
Number of data points
Class
Quasars (Class 0)
270,050
519,644
Stars (Class 1)
Galaxies (Class 2)
1,281,958
Total
2,071,652
Table 4.1: Number of data point in the DR10 data set for every class.

Every class starts with a regular sparse grid of level five and eight refinement steps are
evaluated. The density function is calculated with the regularization parameter λ = 10−7 .
The initial class grids lead to an accuracy of 81.357%, using 769 grid points per class.
To create a comparable set of functors the parameter numRef inement is set to four for
all examples. For each refinement step, four grid points will be refined.
For reference, the zero-crossing based refinement functor zcrf followed by the parameter
numRef inement is shown. The zero-crossing based refinement functor refines four grid
points for every class grid. For the multiple class refinement functor, different values for the
parameter partCombined are compared. This leads to changes in the amount of grid points
refined in the class grids. For the comparison all possible values for partCombined are included. The valid options for partCombined, with numRef inement = 4, are {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}.
The multiple class refinement functors in the graphics are referenced, as mcrf followed
by the parameter numRef inement and partCombined.
For the artificial data sets, starting with sparse grids of level four, five refinement steps are
computed. The density function is calculated with the regularization parameter λ = 0.01.
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The accuracy for this data set is not compared, so the density function is not as relevant
in the evaluation. The density function is relevant for the refinement process, because
it decides which points are added. The zero-crossing based refinement zcrf 4 and the
multiple class refinement mcrf 4 2 are compared for the different amount of classes.
In all figures the results for the zcrf 4 and the mcrf 4 2 are highlighted. These two methods
are focused on in this evaluation, because the grid sizes resulting from mcrf 4 2 are the
closest to the sizes from zcrf 4. The zcrf 4 is an existing method, to provide comparability
to other existing methods.

4.1

Quality of Classification

The quality of the classification is compared in this section. The accuracy is calculated
by comparing wrongly assigned data points to the total amount of data points.
The accuracy is shown in comparison to the size of the grid. The figures are split, to
compare the accuracy for every class on its own. The total accuracy of all data points is
compared to the average size of the class grids.
The accuracy is compared for all methods after eight steps of refinement. Every test
inserts a different amount of grid points per refinement step. For this reason the results
are compared by the grid sizes. In Section 4.2 the focus is set on the different amount of
points added.
In Figure 4.1 the accuracy for every class is compared for the corresponding size of the
class grid.
Figure 4.1a shows the accuracy for class S. The highest accuracy is reached with the mcrf
4 0, peaking at refinement step four with an accuracy of 81.95% based on 1, 557 grid
points. In the following steps the accuracy slightly decreases to 81.11% with 2, 762 grid
points.
The accuracy of the class Q has the lowest accuracy. A reason could be the relatively low
amount of data points. The highest accuracy is only 77.31% with mcrf 4 1 in refinement
step four using a class grid containing 1, 552 grid points.
The class G with the most data points reaches the highest accuracy of 91.21% in the eight
refinement step of mcrf 4 0 with a grid size of 2, 379.
The combined accuracy for all classes, reaches the highest value using the mcrf 4 0 and
classifies 86.824% of the data points correctly, using an average of 2, 519 grid point. The
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amount of points in the combined grid is 3, 192.
Over all it can be observed, that the accuracy varies depending of the parameter set. For
example the mcrf 4 0 reaches a total accuracy of 86.824% using a combined grid with a
size of 3, 192. With the mcrf 4 1 an accuracy of 85.753% is achieved, based on a combined
grid containing 3, 968 grid points. The mcrf 4 2 reaches an accuracy of 86.025% using a
combined grid with 1, 842 grid points.
If the same accuracy can be reached with less grid points, it indicates unnecessary points
are added in the larger grids without an effect on the classification. The runtime for the
refinement method is dependent of the grid size, leading to longer runtimes for large grids.
The accuracy of the classification is dependent on the parameter set for the refinement
method. Even only changing the parameter partCombined has a great influence on the
classification. This is due to the large variance of the sizes for every class grid. Small
values for partCombined lead to large class grids.
A general suggestion on how to set the parameter partCombined is hard to make, because
it is dependend on the data set. Analysis for different values for the parameter should be
made, if no or little knowledge is available concerning the data set. In thesis [6] the dr10
data set limited to two classes is used. In this thesis the class S was included as well.
Based on experience with the two data sets from dr10 and several artificial data sets, a
suggested starting value would be partCombined = d0.5 · numRef inementse.

4.2

Quantity Analysis of grid sizes

In this section the amount of grid points added to every class per refinement step are
compared. The growth is not only dependent on the parameters, but as well impacted by
the given data set.
The focus is on the general development of the amount of grid points. An idea for the
trade-off between the refinement of the combined grid and the refinement of the class
grids is provided.
Refining points in the class grids generally adds more points to the grid. The points added
in the combined grid are fewer due to reducing the total amount of grid points refined.
The maximal amount of refined grid points are (numRef inement − partCombined) · c +
partCombined for c classes. The amount of grid points refined can vary, because one grid
point can be refined by different classes. However, the exact amount of grid point added
can be larger, due to the possible recursive insertion of parents for each grid point.
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(a) The accuracy of identifying stars.

(b) The accuracy of identifying quasars.

(c) The accuracy of identifying galaxies.

(d) The accuracy of identifying all classes.

Figure 4.1: Comparison of the quality of the refinement steps starting for grid level five for different
values for partCombined. Overall the multiple class refinement (mcrf) reaches similar like the zerocrossing base refinement (zcrf)
The data set used, is from DR10, starting with a sparse grid of level five and λ = 10−7
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If partCombined = 0, each class decides on its own what points to refine. This can lead to
a lack of refinement in areas where multiple class boundaries collide. The classes on their
own focus more on boundaries towards classes based on their densities, not prioritize if
multiple classes collide.
Setting the partCombined parameter to numRef inement, can lead to a focus on a single
class. Based on the score, the grid points to refine are selected, high scores for one class
can lead to adding most of the grid points into one class. This can lead to a large variance
of sizes between the class grids.
The evolution of the amount of points in the class grids compared to the refinement
steps calculated, are shown in Figure 4.2. The class grids can grow in different paces,
depending on the grid points inserted. Figure 4.2 confirms the assumption that larger
values for partCombined generally reduce the size of the class grids.
The average grid sizes can be used to compare the multiple class refinement to the zerocrossing based refinement, as the latter has no combined grid. A combined grid, could be
created after each step of the zero-crossing based refinement to get the information.
The size of the combined grid is the factor to determinate the additional memory needed.
The average size of the class grids impacts the runtime for updating the density functions.
The combined grid is created at the beginning of the refinement process, resulting in the
combined grid based on the result of the last step. To get the size of the combined grid
after the refinement step, the combined grid needs to be created a second time. For better
comparability and easier accessibility the average class grid size is used.

4.3

Memory Usage

The memory needed increases for the multiple class refinement. This section measures the
additional amount of memory needed, with an increasing amount of classes.
The refinement method creates an additional sparse grid. As well as the sparse grid, the
additional information (explained in Section 3.1) need to be saved. The amount of classes
in the data set has only a small influence on the memory used, explained in Section 3.1.
The memory for each grid point increases linear to the amount of classes, as for every
class the density needs to be saved. With additional classes, the amount of grid points
needed in the combined grid increases, leading to additional memory usage.
The scaling for the dimensions stays linear as well, as at most 2d neighbors or borders are
possible for d dimensions. For every added dimension, at most two additional entries are
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(a) Size of the sparse grid of the stars.

(b) Size of the sparse grid of the quasars.

(c) Size of the sparse grid of the galaxies.

(d) The average size of all class grids.

Figure 4.2: A comparison of the growth of the class grids per refinement step. Smaller values for
partCombined lead to larger class grids.
The data set used, is from DR10, starting with a sparse grid of level five and λ = 10−7
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saved, either as a neighbor or as a border (see Section 3.2). The memory needed grows
with the size of the combined grid (see Section 3.1).
The additional memory used is a trade-off to improve the runtime for data sets containing
multiple classes. The size of the combined grid, compared to the class grids, depends on
the data set.
Figure 4.3 shows the memory needed for increasing numbers of classes. As expected, the
memory usage for the multiple class refinement is larger than for the zero-crossing based
refinement.
The memory used is not directly dependent on the amount of classes in the data set, but
more classes normally create a bigger combined grid.
The trade-off to use additional memory for better scaling, was a decision made at the
creation of the multiple class refinement algorithm. As the size of the combined grid, the
main source for the additional memory, is dependent on the results of the refinement
steps, the trade-off is different for every data set.
While the data for Figure 4.3 is based on specific data sets for each amount of classes,
the result was similar for different randomly generated data sets. This might be because
the data points are created in clusters of isotropic Gaussian blobs.

Figure 4.3: Memory usage in MB relative to the amount of classes in the data set. Five refinement steps
are calculated, every class starts with a level four sparse grid.
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4.4

Runtime Analysis

An important factor for the refinement process is the time it takes to refine the class grids
and to update the density functions for every class. The runtime per refinement step is the
time it takes from starting the refinement process until all density functions are updated.
At the beginning, the time consumption to interpolate the density functions is much
higher than to refine the class grids. The time needed to reevaluate the density function,
grows with the number of points in the sparse grid for the classes.
Figure 4.4 shows the runtimes compared to the average size of the class grids. The runtime
needed to refine grids with more than 2, 500 grid point increase dramatically. Before this
point, the runtime of all the evaluated refinement steps take around the same time.
The reason for this huge different is not known and only guesses can be made. Possible reasons could be the current implementation or the measurement of the runtime. Additional
tests need to be run, to find the reason for this significant difference.

Figure 4.4: Time need for the refinement steps for different partCombined. The average size of all class
grid is compared. All methods start with a level five sparse grid and calculate eight refinement steps.
The data set used, is from DR10, starting with a sparse grid of level five and λ = 10−7

The following figures show how the memory usage and the runtime develop with a growing
amount of classes. At first, the total runtime is compared to the amount of classes in the
data set. The scaling for the amount of classes is focused. Second, the runtime for every
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refinement step is compared to the the average size of the class grids. It shows that
for similar sizes of the class grids the multiple class refinement needs less time for the
refinement step.
For increasing amount of classes, the runtime to calculate all refinement steps is shown
in Figure 4.5. It can be seen, that even for a small amount of classes the multiple class
refinement is faster, than the zero-crossing based refinement. A better scaling for classes,
up to 16, is shown. To prove the better scaling, more different examples and higher
amounts of classes are needed. The problem is to find comparable data sets with high
amount of classes. While data sets can easily be created even for multiple classes, the
effects on the refinement process can be largely different.

Figure 4.5: The time needed to calculate five refinement steps compared to the amount of classes in the
data set. Every class starts with a level four sparse grid.

Figure 4.6 shows the runtime for each refinement step needed in comparison to the average
amount of points in class grids. This shows, that the reason for the faster runtime for the
multiple class refinement does not only come from smaller class grids. For the data sets
with twelve classes the runtimes for the same grid sizes are similar. The zero-crossing
based refinement creates more grid points, so the total time needed for the same amount
of refinement steps is higher.
The data set with 16 classes shows bigger differences between the runtime and the current
grid sizes. The multiple class refinement needs less time to refine the same amount of grid
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points. Both refinement methods create nearly the same amount of points, but spread
them differently over the different class grids.
Depending on the parameter and the data set, the class grids reach different sizes. Overall
the time needed to compute the refinement steps in the multiple class refinement is smaller
for equal grid sizes.

Figure 4.6: Comparsion of the runtime for the zero-crossing based refinement zcrf 4 and the multiple
class refinement mcrf 4 2. Each refinement starts with sparse grids of level four for every class. The time
needed for five refinement step is compared to the average size of the class grids. Artificial data sets with
12 and 16 classes are used.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
A refinement strategy for data sets with multiple classes is introduced in this thesis. The
multiple class refinement is based on the zero-crossing based refinement presented in thesis
[6].
Approximating the density functions for every class, the sparse grid density estimation is
used. The classification uses the density functions to determinate the dominating class to
assign the data point to.
Areas where additional refinement is needed, are identified by the grid points close to
zero-crossings, grid points with multiple densities within a close range and the distance to
the boundaries of the domain. The zero-crossings are found by comparing the dominating
classes for pairs of grid points. Only grid points are compared, if they are neighbors.
With additional knowledge of the data set, the scoring of the points can be improved. The
parameters can be changed to adapt the score (see Section 3.3) to the given data. The
equation for the score could get changed to improve the scoring. For example, it could
be interesting to weight classes differently, dependent on if the class grid contains the
currently refined grid point. The scoring of the point could be improved by considering
the percentages instead of using the amount of classes with densities in close range.
The effects of the parameters are only briefly evaluated, providing additional knowledge
for a data set can optimize the quality and the runtime of the classification. The changes
to the refinement of grid points lead to generally higher classification rates for the same
amount of grid points in the class grids. The reason is that not only grid points are inserted
in one class grid, but for every zero-crossing points are added into all involved classes.
The effectiveness of the classification is dependent on the parameters set for the refinement
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process. To provide help with setting the parameters, informed decisions could be made
at the beginning. While the combined grid is created, it might be possible to get a decent
understanding of the class grids. For example, the amount of points to be refined can be
set dependent on the size of the grids.
Overall the multiple class refinement reaches or exceeds the classification rate of the
zero-crossing refinement. For the example evaluated, the runtime is close to the runtime
needed by the zero-crossing based refinement functor. The scaling based on the amount
of classes is better for the multiple class refinement. The implementation of the multiple
class refinement functor can be optimized to improve the computational efficiency.
For multiple classes the memory usage for the refinement should be a beneficial trade-off to
the time needed to compute the refinement. Depending on the specification of the problem
and the requirements for the refinement, the multiple class refinement can provide a solid
classification method.
Further improvements of the algorithm can be made, for example in the parallelization of
the algorithm. With a thread-save method to insert grid points, all grids can be refined
parallelly. The combined grid needs to be created beforehand and the new interpolation
for the density functions should wait for all the refinements to finish. Interpolating the
density functions can be parallelized as well, because each class has its own sparse grid.
To validate the robustness and the accuracy of the refinement, additional tests are desirable. Especially for data sets with more than three classes, more examples should be
evaluated. Data sets, provided by real world problems, challenge the classification process,
so further evaluations are preferable.
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